Chapter 16: The Vicksburg Campaign
Addenda Sheet as of April 5, 2019

The Rules

3.0 Play Note, page 3 (correction): The optional rule reference in the note should be to 17.5.

4.4 Entrenchment/Reinforcement Phase (correction): The 2nd paragraph should read “…consult the Random Events Table to see if any Random Event occurs in the next turn.”

6.2 Supreme Commanders (correction): Delete “or unit” in the fourth line.

7.1.2 Forced Marching, 1st bullet (correction): Units that Force March are Disrupted if they enter a wilderness (but not a rough) terrain hex.

The Charts

Terrain Effects Chart (clarification): Trails are the brownish lines while the white with black border lines are the railroads.

Combat Results Explanation (correction): A Retreat (R) result does not also result in Disruption.